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MODEL EXPERIMENTS

• Model
  1) GFDL AM2 coupled to aquaplanet slab ocean model (AQUA)
  2) GFDL AM4 coupled to slab ocean model (SOM) with realistic geography
  3) GFDL AM4 coupled to dynamic ocean model (DOM)
• Control simulation: pre-industrial run
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Graph showing zonal mean $T_s$ anomaly with different lines representing various scenarios or models.
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Qflux for AQUA(ASYM): Net surface heat flux from observations (Frierson et al. 2013)
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PHYSICAL MECHANISMS

- Blocking effect of climatological ITCZ position

Equatorial ΔT at 270 hPa

- Damping effect by ocean heat uptake
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SUMMARY

Blocking effect of mean ITCZ

SO heat uptake
Propose of Extratropical-Tropical INteraction Model Intercomparison Project
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Tier 1 experiments

[Model: GFDL CM4, HadGEM, MIROC, NCAR CESM, NorESM, ECHAM, UCLA CGCM]
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